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might be expected in the vortex core of a high-temperature
superconductor. If we interpret our relaxation rate in the same
way as for quasiparticles outside the cores, following the discussion in the caption to Fig. 3 and equation (1), then both ®eld and
temperature dependence are opposite to what is required for the
zero-bias anomaly. Consequently, instead of a peak in the density
of states there is a mini-gap, ,65 meV, much sharper than the
variation of the DOS outside the vortex core. Previous reports of
vortex core states have been based on charge tunnelling in
YBa2 Cu3 O72d (ref. 9) and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d (ref. 10). Near the
Fermi energy (,65.5 meV for YBa2 Cu3 O72d ), a mini-gap structure in the DOS was observed in the vortex core region. This
result is inconsistent with theoretical predictions13. Furthermore,
tunnelling is extremely sensitive to the surface and depends on
an understanding of the tunnelling matrix elements14. In
contrast, NMR probes bulk material. And yet both sets of
experimentsÐthe present work and refs 9, 10Ðcan have a similar
interpretation.
NMR is directly sensitive to the magnetic character of electronic
excitations. So an alternative explanation of our results for the
vortex core region might involve antiferromagnetism, as predicted
by a theory2 that uni®es superconductivity and antiferromagnetism.
Then ®eld-induced antiferromagnetic excitations could strongly
enhance the NMR rate, consistent with our observations. In future
work, spatially resolved NMR relaxation experiments could be
extended to understand the effects of doping on vortex core
states, and possibly identify a connection with the spin-pseudogap
found in the normal state.
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Ordering particles at the nanometre length scale is a challenging
and active research area in materials science. Several approaches
have so far been developed, ranging from the manipulation of
individual particles1,2 to the exploitation of self-assembly in
colloids3. Nanometre-scale ordering is well known to appear
spontaneously when anisotropic organic moieties form liquidcrystalline phases; this behaviour is also observed for anisotropic
mineral nanoparticles4,5 resulting in the formation of nematic4±7,
smectic8 and hexagonal9,10 mesophases. Here we describe a lyotropic liquid-crystalline lamellar phase comprising an aqueous
dispersion of planar solid-like sheets in which all the atoms
involved in a layer are covalently bonded. The spacing of these
phosphatoantimonate single layers can be increased 100-fold,
resulting in one-dimensional structures whose periodicity can
be tuned from 1.5 to 225 nanometres. These highly organized
materials can be mechanically or magnetically aligned over large
pH and temperature ranges, and this property can be used to
measure residual dipolar couplings for the structure determination of biomolecules by liquid-state NMR. We also expect that our
approach will result in the discovery of other classes of mineral
lyotropic lamellar phases.
Lyotropic liquid-crystalline lamellar phases not only show longrange orientational order but also one-dimensional long-range
positional order. They are classically formed (Fig. 1a±c) by selfassembly into layers of organic amphiphilic molecules, blockcopolymers or nanorods such as viruses or b-FeOOH colloids8,11.
The inorganic layered materials that are used for intercalation
purposes12 display limited swelling (that is, their lamellar period
can be increased) upon solvent addition. But these phases rarely
show a lamellar period larger than a few nanometres, are hardly
¯uid and their positional order is lost very quickly upon further
swelling. Therefore, such intercalation compounds cannot be considered as forming lamellar liquid-crystalline phases. With large
swelling, concentrated aqueous gels of montmorillonite (smectite)
clays may still display some long-range orientational ordering, as
was recently demonstrated, but no positional long-range order was
observed13,14.
In our quest for a lyotropic liquid-crystalline lamellar phase
comprised of purely inorganic solid-like sheets, we need to consider
low-dimensional solid-state structures built from highly charged
covalent single layers that can be swollen. These layers must be
chemically stable upon swelling and have the smallest possible
counter-ions. This is because electric charges are needed to produce
long-range electrostatic repulsions and a small ion size is known to
enhance solubility and swelling properties5. These criteria are met
for the series of solid acids HnMnZ2O3n+5 (with for example M  Sb,
Nb, Ta; Z  P, As; n  1; 3). Of these, we have chosen to study the
² Present address: Covalent Materials Inc., 1295 A 67th Street, California 94608, Emerville, USA.
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acid15, and ®nally, a thorough rinsing and dialysis of the obtained
solid to remove remaining nitrate ions. This leads to homogeneous,
transparent, colourless suspensions of H3Sb3P2O14 in water. Their
viscoelastic properties depend on the overall mineral volume
fraction, f (f  Mc=r; where c is the concentration in mol l-1, M
is the molecular mass in g mol-1, and r  2:4 g cm23 is the density
of H3Sb3P2O14), with dilute suspensions being very ¯uid.
Observation with the naked eye of a series of test-tubes containing suspensions of decreasing volume fraction between crossed
polarizers shows that: (1) samples of high volume fraction
(f . 1:78%) form birefringent gels (Fig. 2a); (2) for 0.75% , f
,1.78%, ¯uid birefringent suspensions are observed (Fig. 2b); and
(3) for f , 0:75% suspensions are biphasic with a well-de®ned
interface between a denser birefringent ¯uid phase (bottom) and
an isotropic, though ¯ow birefringent, phase (top) (Fig. 2c and d).
The existence of suspensions that are both very ¯uid and permanently birefringent unambiguously indicates the thermodynamic
nature of the liquid-crystalline order. When examined in natural
light the bottom phase shows interference colours ranging from
blue to red as f decreases (Fig. 2g). This already shows that there
is some positional ordering at the length scale of fractions of a
micrometre. This phase behaviour (Fig. 2) is that usually expected
for the swelling of a lyotropic lamellar phase: once the maximum
swelling is reached, water molecules can no longer be inserted into
the interlamellar space and excess water is expelled, leading to
phase separation. However, the ¯ow birefringence of the top
phase indicates that it contains some anisotropic particles in
suspension. This can arise from an equilibrium between the
lower and upper phases, which may be viewed as a colloidal
`evaporation/condensation' process, in analogy to a liquid/gas
interface.
We established the phase diagram of H3Sb3P2O14 suspensions
versus volume fraction and NaCl concentration (Fig. 3). Flocculation appears at large NaCl molarities (.0.1 mol l-1). The maximum
lamellar period decreases with increasing salt concentration, inducing a shift of the lamellar phase boundary towards a higher volume
fraction. Similarly, moving up a vertical line of the phase diagram in
the biphasic domain, the volume of the lower birefringent phase
decreases, showing that more water is expelled from the interlamellar space as the salt concentration increases. This is strong
evidence that electrostatic repulsive interactions are needed to
stabilize this lyotropic liquid-crystalline phase. Indeed, such an
effect arises when additional salt ions screen the electrostatic
forces, reducing their range.
The structure of these aqueous H3Sb3P2O14 suspensions has been
further investigated by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) on the

layered phase, H3Sb3P2O14 (ref. 15; Fig. 1d). This phase is easily
made in a three-step synthesis (the detailed, experimental procedure is given in the Supplementary Information), involving ®rst
the high-temperature solid-state synthesis of K3Sb3P2O14, then the
exchange of potassium cations by protons in concentrated nitric
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Figure 1 Possible architectures for a liquid crystalline lamellar phase. In a swollen
lamellar phase (centre), the lamellae of thickness d are regularly stacked with a period d
and separated by the solvent. The lamellae are usually made from the self-assembly of
amphiphilic molecules, such as surfactants (a) or block copolymers (b), or rod-shaped
molecules or colloids (c). In contrast, the lamellae considered in this Letter are extended
phosphatoantimonate covalent single layers made of at least 400 successive unit cells
along any direction within the planes (300 nm) (d). The projection of the structure of
H3Sb3P2O14 is also shown in d (dark tetrahedra represent PO4 groups and hatched
octahedra represent SbO6 groups).
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Figure 2 Naked-eye observation of samples. Test-tubes ®lled with aqueous suspensions
of H3Sb3P2O14 single-layers, observed between crossed polarizers (a±e) (the isotropic
phase in c and d appears dark). a, in 2 ml of birefringent gel phase (overall volume faction
f  1:98%) the topological defects are so dense that the texture appears homogenous
at the scale of this photograph. b, 2 ml of birefringent ¯uid phase (f  0:93%). c, 2 ml
of a biphasic sample (f  0:65%). d, 2 ml of a biphasic sample (f  0:03%).
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e and f, Magnetically aligned sample observed in a 5-mm NMR tube that has been
immersed for 10 min in a 18.7-T ®eld at 50 8C, in two different orientations compared
to the polarizer//analyser system, represented by arrows (f  0:75%). g, Sample
iridescence (f  0:75%) observed in natural light is due to light scattering by the
H3Sb3P2O14 layers stacked with a period of 225 nm.
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assessed by SAXS experiments (Fig. 4c) in which the lamellar
period was measured as a function of salt concentration, namely
along the dashed line superimposed on the phase diagram
(Fig. 3). d strongly decreases at large ionic strength beyond
NaCl < 1022 mol l21 when the electrostatic interactions are
screened, as expected by the DLVO theory of colloidal stability19,20.
Thus, at f  1:9%, d falls from 40 nm in pure water down to 23 nm
at NaCl  0:1 mol l21 .
The lamellar structure of these suspensions was con®rmed by
X-ray scattering studies of single domains. Aligned samples
could easily be produced by mechanical shearing with a Couette
cell mounted on the ID2 beamline in both radial and tangential
geometries (Fig. 5a), at shear rates, gÇ, ranging from 30 to 1,000 s-1.
At low volume fraction (near the biphasic domain), a strong
alignment was induced even at very small shear rate (Fig. 5b).
The three possible types of orientation21 were observed. However,
we can conclude from the difference in scattering intensities that the
intuitive c orientation in which the layers orient parallel to the
shearing surfaces, is very strongly dominant. The detection of some
a and b orientations is very probably due to a few topological
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ID2 high brilliance beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)16. Experiments performed on very dilute
isotropic suspensions showed an X-ray scattering intensity, I, that
monotonously decreases with scattering vector modulus q
(q  4p sin v=l, where 2v is the scattering angle) as I ~ q22 in all
the range of concentrations studied (0:033% , f , 0:18%). This
scattering law is typical of two-dimensional planar objects, and its
q-range shows that sheets are of considerable lateral spatial extension (at least 300 nm). These experiments prove that the layers
remain ¯at in suspension and do not crumple or fold. At higher
volume fractions, typical diffraction patterns of unoriented samples
of birefringent suspensions (Fig. 4a) display many sharp peaks (up
to 12) that can be indexed to the 001 re¯ections of a lamellar phase.
The small width of these re¯ections proves that long-range positional ordering does take place, as expected for a lyotropic lamellar
phase. The numerous higher-order re¯ections observed indicate
that there is very little positional ¯uctuation17,18 and that the
lamellar positional order is very high. Even at maximum swelling,
quite a large number (up to 7) of lamellar re¯ections are
still detected. This contrasts with more usual swollen lamellar
phases comprised of liquid-like layers, and suggests that this
lamellar phase comprised of solid-like sheets has very different
elastic constants.
The evolution of the lamellar period d of the birefringent phase
upon dilution is shown in Fig. 4b. A ®rst regime, f . 0:75%, is
observed in which d ~ 1=f, as expected for the one-dimensional
swelling of a pure lamellar phase. For f < 0:75%, a crossover to a
second regime occurs as d levels off and reaches a maximum of
about 225 nm. This regime corresponds to the expulsion of excess
water in the biphasic domain of the phase diagram. The layer
thickness d < 1:05 6 0:05 nm can be extrapolated from the ®rst
regime, a value that compares very well with that derived from the
crystallographic structure, d < 1:10 6 0:01 nm. This proves that the
layers are perfectly exfoliated. Moreover, as expected, wide-angle Xray scattering experiments (on samples of volume fractions
f . 1:78%) showed the existence of fairly thin diffraction lines
that arise from the long-range two-dimensional atomic positional
order within the covalent layers (Fig. 4a, inset).
The major role of the electrostatic interactions was further
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Figure 3 Phase diagram of H3Sb3P2O14 suspensions versus volume fraction and salt
concentration. Upon decreasing the volume fraction, the suspensions ®rst form a lamellar
gel phase (Lg ), then a lamellar ¯uid phase (Lf ) and ®nally enter a biphasic regime (B). The
system ¯occulates (F) at high salt molarity.
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Figure 4 SAXS study of `powder' samples. a, An example of scattered intensity versus
scattering vector modulus q, showing 10 orders of re¯ection due to the lamellar period.
Inset, the thin diffraction lines due to the two-dimensional positional order within the
covalent layers (f  2:0%). b, Variation of the lamellar period, d, with inverse volume
fraction (including two data points at very small d extracted from ref. 16). The dashed
straight line represents the one-dimensional swelling behaviour of the lamellar phase
d  d=f with d  1:05 nm. A crossover from this law to a plateau is observed when
entering the biphasic regime. c, Variation of the lamellar period d with salt molarity at
constant volume fraction (f  1:9%); along the vertical dashed line in Fig. 3.
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defects. No relaxation was observed when the shearing was stopped,
which proves that the aligned domain is stable (Fig. 5b). Similarly,
samples aligned by sucking them into capillary tubes still showed
high orientation weeks after their preparation. Comparable results
were also obtained with samples of larger volume fractions. However, the degree of alignment of the sheared samples decreased as
their concentration increased, probably because of their larger
viscoelasticity, which hinders alignment.
Single domains of aqueous suspensions of H3Sb3P2O14 could even
be grown in magnetic ®elds classically used for NMR. Indeed, a
SAXS study of these aligned samples showed mosaic spreads as low
as 208 (full-width at half-maximum, FWHM) (Fig. 5c) and proved
that the layers align their normals parallel to the magnetic ®eld.
Also, 2H NMR spectra obtained from suspensions of H3Sb3P2O14 in
deuterated water, D2O, exhibit a well-resolved residual quadrupolar
splitting of the water signal. This property of magnetic alignment,
observed in the whole temperature range useful for biomolecules
(4±50 8C), could easily be extended at any pH in the range 2.5±9.5
by using a dilute base (c , 0:3 mol l21 ) with a bulky counter-ion (to
avoid ¯occulation) such as tetramethylammonium hydroxide or
tetra(n-butyl)ammonium hydroxide (Fig. 2e, f). This medium
induces a partial alignment of the dissolved biomolecules, as
illustrated in Fig. 6 on an oligosaccharide, leading to residual
dipolar couplings, which provide long-range structural restraints
that help to determine the structure of the biomolecule by solutionstate NMR22. The alignment tensor is signi®cantly different from
that induced by vanadium pentoxide suspensions23, so the simultaneous use of these two mineral liquid crystals is very useful for
structure determination24 (see Supplementary Information). By
taking advantage of the slow kinetics of the phase separation (a
few days), we could even prepare single domains, as observed
optically and by NMR, at volume fractions inside the biphasic
domain. This procedure could be used to tune the degree of
alignment of biomolecules over an even larger range of concentrations. Finally, the possibility of lyophilizing the whole system over a
wide range of pH, and the fact that tetramethylammonium hydroxide is commercially available in perdeuterated form, provides a
1
H/13C/15N-free liquid crystal that seems particularly promising for
the structural determination by liquid-state NMR of non-labelled
biomolecules.
From a more fundamental perspective, the symmetry properties
of this mineral lyotropic lamellar mesophase are very unusual: it has
orientational order and exhibits a periodic one-dimensional stacking of covalent solid-like layers. The strong covalent bonds that
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Figure 6 Superposition of three non-decoupled 13C-1H NMR sub-spectra29 of the
glucosamine (Nag) C4±H4 region of the pentasaccharide containing the LewisX motif
acquired in a suspension of V2O5 (a), in isotropic D2O solution (b) and in a suspension
of H3Sb3P2O4 in D2O, f  0:75% (c). In a and c, the residual dipolar coupling
D  15:7 Hz and D9  2 5:2 Hz superimposes to the scalar J coupling, con®rming
the induced alignment of the biomolecule. The different D values obtained using
these two media illustrate the different induced alignments (see Supplementary
Information).

make up the layers of this mineral lamellar phase are reminiscent
of the Lb phase of amphiphilic molecules25. However, one important difference is that the layers of the Lb phase form through the
crystallization of self-assembled amphiphilic molecules and melt
on heating. In contrast, the mineral lamellar phase, even when
swollen, is not sensitive to temperature (up to 70 8C where
chemical degradation starts taking place within days), owing to
the strength of the covalent bonds. This lamellar phase of
extended single layers is also an interesting experimental system
for testing theoretical predictions describing the properties of
periodic stacks of tethered membranes. Indeed, the statistical
physics of membranes made up from strong covalent bonds
are expected to be very different from those of liquid-like
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∆
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Figure 5 Small-angle X-ray scattering studies of aligned samples. a, Scheme of the
Couette shear cell illustrating the radial and tangential geometries with respect to the
X-ray beam (¯at arrows). We also depict within the cell the three different types of lamellar
orientations (a, b and c) as seen by the X-rays in both geometries (the layers are sketched
as circular disks). b, SAXS two-dimensional scattering pattern obtained with a sample
aligned in a Couette shear cell, in the tangential geometry, showing that the layers
(d  175 nm) mostly belong to the c orientation. c, SAXS two-dimensional scattering
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pattern of a vertical capillary ®lled with a suspension of H3Sb3P2O14 (f  0:75%),
obtained 20 min after its alignment using a 18.7-T magnetic ®eld applied along its long
axis. The vertical localization of the interference peaks (d  215 nm) indicates that the
layers are oriented perpendicular to the magnetic ®eld (in this case, as no mechanical
shear is applied, the sample relaxes back to a powder within 1±2 hours once it has been
removed from the magnetic ®eld).
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membranes formed by self-assembly26. The elastic constants
and the diffraction peak pro®les of single domains of this new
phase should be carefully examined and compared to these
predictions.
From the point of view of materials chemistry, the approach
described here should lead to the discovery of a whole new class of
mineral lamellar liquid crystalline phases. Indeed, from current
work, we expect that similar phase behaviour will be found not only
in other related members of the series H3M3Z2O14 (with for example
M  Sb, Nb, Ta; Z  P; As), but also in phases such as HM2Nb3O10
(M  Pb; Ca), HTiNbO5 or Zr(HPO4)2×H2O that can all be fully
exfoliated using tetra(n-butyl)ammonium hydroxide27,28. All of
these phases, because of the robustness of their layers, could be
used for polymerization of soluble species under tunable twodimensional con®nement conditions.
M
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Understanding long-term variability in the occurrence of tropical
cyclones that are of extreme intensity is important for determining their role in ecological disturbances1±5, for predicting present
and future community vulnerability and economic loss6 and for
assessing whether changes in the variability of such cyclones are
induced by climate change7. Our ability to accurately make these
assessments has been limited by the short (less than 100 years)
instrumented record of cyclone intensity. Here we determine the
intensity of prehistoric tropical cyclones over the past 5,000 years
from ridges of detrital coral and shell deposited above highest
tide and terraces that have been eroded into coarse-grained
alluvial fan deposits. These features occur along 1,500 km of the
Great Barrier Reef and also the Gulf of Carpentaria, Australia. We
infer that the deposits were formed by storms with recurrence
intervals of two to three centuries8±11, and we show that the
cyclones responsible must have been of extreme intensity (central
pressures less than 920 hPa). Our estimate of the frequency of
such `super-cyclones' is an order of magnitude higher than
that previously estimated (which was once every several millennia12±14), and is suf®ciently high to suggest that the character of
rainforests and coral reef communities were probably shaped by
these events.
In tropical, intraplate settings that are largely free from the effects
of sizeable earthquakes, tsunami, volcanic eruptions and landslides,
tropical cyclones rank as one of the main hazards affecting both
natural and human communities. In natural communities, disturbance by hazards is one of the most important mechanisms affecting
the evolution and diversity of species1±5. Because of the short
timescales over which direct and continuous observation of
change within ecological communities is possible5, it has been
dif®cult to assess the in¯uence of various scales of disturbance,
and whether other mechanisms such as recruitment limitation15 are
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